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Trillium Bridge Overview

Primary Question: “Is it feasible the exchange of Patient Summaries across the Atlantic?”

Purpose
• Reduce barriers and accelerate convergence

Means
• Feasibility study/Gap Analysis implementation/demonstration, Testing, Recommendations

Keywords
• Transformation (EU Patient Summary from and to CCDA CCD)
• Transmission (IHE XCPD and XCA)
• Patient Mediated Exchange
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Trillium Bridge Gateway facilitates clinical content exchange between the US and EU

- Remediate differences between IHE exchange specification implementation (epSOS and eHealth)
- Clinical content transformation service
  - EU epSOS from /to US Consolidated CDA Patient Summary
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Trillium Exchange Accomplishments

Web Based Service for Supporting Patient Mediated Scenario

Open Source Software
Trillium Exchange Accomplishments

Realized a bi-directional exchange of Patient Summaries between Kaiser Permanente and Luxembourg, Spain and Portugal

Kaiser Permanente Exchange Platform

Reference epSOS NCPs (PPT)
Team worked through differences in how the specifications (IHE XCPD and XCA) were implemented in order to achieve successful exchange across the Atlantic.

Examples of most significant issues with specification alignment:

- **Certificates**: Self signed for purposes of demonstration
- **SAML**: Significant differences in the requirements for eHealth versus epSOS implementation
- **Patient Discovery**: Demographics versus identifier based search
- **Document Query**: Difference in Class Code for Document Type used
- **Document Retrieve**: Country specific identifier is used to retrieve for epSOS
Lessons Learned

Just a first step ....

- **C-CDA versioning and vocabularies optionality**: Several Versions of the C-CDA are actually implemented (DSTU R1.1; DSTU R1.1 with errata; DSTU R2.0); several vocabulary implementation options are allowed.

- **Mapping**: missing mapping, loss of information

- **Displayable with standard CDA stylesheets**: for being used with real EHR-S the translated CDA needs to be displayable using standard CDA stylesheets.

- **Textual Translation**: within well defined usage boundaries the textual translation should be reconsidered.
Conclusions

Big challenges...great results

- Developed a proof of concept for both the patient and the provider mediated scenarios, demonstrated in Athens (April 2014), Boston (October 2014) and Chicago (last week)
  - Enthusiastic feedbacks during the last demonstration in Chicago.
- Specified transformation rules and mappings
- Standard based solutions: HL7 CDA; IHE XCPD, XCA; HL7/OMG CTS2 terminology services
What should be next?

Don’t miss the momentum

Suggested Next Steps

• From the “proof of concept” to a “limited” pilot
  • Beyond the US EU exchange?
• Improve mapping and transformation rules validation
• A path towards harmonized standards
Thank you to an incredible team and journey
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